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Description
A short piece of writing on a particular subject.

What have you found are the advantages of using this form of
assessment?


Tests students skills to develop machine learning solutions to “real-world” problems



Lots of flexibility in the work that students could do



Connects classroom work to the bigger machine learning practice and research
communities

What have you found are the dis-advantages of using this form
of assessment?


Flexibility was a challenge for some students



Marking was challenging as students could pick very different projects to work on,
some more difficult than others.



Students could use tools which meant solutions could be developed without huge
understanding of machine learning

Alternatives
Essay type assessments can be separated into collection /review of relevant resources,
development of plan/schedule/synopsis of proposed work, concept map/flow chart of
work in progress, executive summaries, bibliographies etc

Assessment in Practice


Not suitable for very large classes due to the report nature of the submission and the
marking burden.



Suitable for group work.

Assessment Time


Preparation time: ~4 hours



Student time to complete: ~20 hours



Marking time: ~8 hours



Ease of Feedback: Written feedback to each group
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